Version 1.1.0, Changes Since 1.0.4

Enhancements

PP3

- New: Workbooks available
  - It is now possible for users to add blank templates or create templates within a workbook. The 'hint' option in a template can include a media holder, making it possible to add images/videos and content to a template. It is also possible to add a blog and folio page holder (i.e. Page for users to add a blog or a folio page).
  - Profiles created in ‘Classic’ can now be edited as workbooks

  The workbook builder is in the Tools and Resources menu and once created the workbook is found in the Resource Centre.

- New: Ability to create personalised banners
  - It is now possible for users to create their own asset banners and backgrounds.
  - V2 banners are able to be imported

  Click on the Banner builder icon in the top left corner of the banner in an open asset or via the Tools and Resources menu. Created banners are saved to the resource centre.

- New: Theme builder is now available
  - Individual users and institutions are now able to change the background colour and image on the main screen of their PP account
  - Previews of what the image will look like on a 4:3 and a 16:9 screen are shown in the theme builder display

- New: ‘Add section’ toolbar for foliopages and webfolios is relocated to the asset under construction
  - New section options now appear within the page and are clickable. New page options appear in the page sidebar and are also clickable.

- New: Pre loaders are now in the system
  - Animated pre-loaders provide visual feedback to users that pages or data is loading

- New: Contact Manager has been redesigned
  - Contact Manager is now easier to use, and more efficient for large numbers of contacts

- New: Sharing assets has been updated
  - New contacts can now be searched for and added via the share window

- New: Over-write partial evidence items as cumulatively ‘fully evidenced’
  - It is now possible to mark a group of partially evidenced assets as full evidence by selecting a checkbox in the evidence pad
• New: Blog post calendar replaced with bullet list
  o The calendar will no longer appear on the blog and will be replaced with an appropriate bullet point list for the blog which will display the related posts

• New: Adding CV’s to webfolio
  o It is now possible to add a CV to a webfolio (CVs cannot be edited in-line when embedded in a webfolio)

**Pebble Classic to PP3**

• New: P+ personal login available
  o It is now possible for Classic personal users to switch to P+ and access their P+ account through the personal login

**ATLAS**

• New: Duplicating workspaces in ATLAS
  o A manager is now able to duplicate their workspace, and choose which information they wish to carry across
  o When importing from LTI you can now link to a duplicated work space instead of having to create a new workspace every time

• New: Filtering down to asset types in ATLAS
  o A tutor can choose which asset types they wish to have submitted to a workspace

• New: Commenting/ approvals on individual capabilities in ATLAS
  o It is now possible to add comments and feedback to individual capabilities within an asset, as well as individual pages of a webfolio

• New: Webfolios on the ‘About’ page in a workspace
  o It is now possible for the About page to use a webfolio or folio page as its information source

• New: Layout of the submissions page in workspaces
  o Improvements have been made to the layout of the submissions page so the user can gain more information about the assets without having to open them e.g. asset updated, release states, grades added/released

• New: Exporting grades from the reports page
  o Grades added to a workspace can now be exported from the Reports page and are displayed in a CSV document

• New: Reset passwords for external users
  o External users passwords can now be reset via the organisational admin

• New: Conversations anonymised on saving to the asset store
  o When a conversation is saved to the asset store there is now an option to make the names anonymous
• New: Non-submission report
  o Via the reports page it is now possible to view the names of subscribed users who have not yet submitted work

• New: Reporting on workbooks
  o On the reports page there is now an option to view reports on workbooks submitted. These are ordered via workbook and template

• New: Ordering submissions by user details
  o Details can be ordered by forename, surname, username (a-z / z-a)

Fixed Bugs

PP3

• Bug: Text boxes reordering in Webfolios and Folio pages
  o Text boxes no longer reorder themselves

• Bug: Tables were misaligned in full screen preview of records
  o These will now be correctly aligned in full screen preview

• Bug: Couldn’t restore hidden items
  o Hidden items can now be restored to the Current area of the asset store

• Bug: Post sections not deleting or reordering
  o Sections in a post can now be reordered and deleted

• Bug: Multiple search criteria’s aren’t possible
  o The asset store now auto closes so multiple search criteria’s are possible

• Bug: Typing checking in webfolios
  o When adding a specific type of page, if a different type of asset is chosen a alert comes up explaining that this can’t be done

Pebble Classic to PP3

• Bug: Shared Classic assets did not pass on permissions to linked items
  o Links are now working correctly and images will appear correctly

• Bug: < and > characters in Classic assets prevented them from being opened in PP3
  o This is now fixed and all assets can be opened

• Bug: It was not possible to re-login with a Classic password after a time out
  o Members can now log back into their account after a time out has occurred

Multiple additional minor bugs have also been resolved